
 
 

  

SI.NO. DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE AMOUNT

1 Earth work Execation to compound wall and
compound wall columns at all levels including all
materrial and labour charges complete as per the
direction of engineer in charge.   

    

11.00                       CM MT 

2 Laying of CC bed of 1:4:8 prop 6" depth below the
compound wall pillers and UCRS Masonry work
including all materrial, curing and labour charges
complete as per the direction of engineer in charge.   

2.00                         CU MT 

3 Construction of UCRS Masonry work with 1:4 CM
including all materrial, curing and labour charges
complete as per the direction of engineer in charge.   

4.00                         CM MT 

4 Construction of CRS Masonry work with 1:4 CM
including all materrial, curing and labour charges
complete as per the direction of engineer in charge.   

37.00                       CU MT 

5 Construction of 8"/9" thick clay / solid cement brick
Masonry work with 1:4 CM including all materrial,
curing and labour charges complete as per the
direction of engineer in charge.   

110.00                     sqm 

6 Construction of RCC works at compound wall
columns/ beams/ roof slab with 1:1.5:3 prop
including all materrial, curing, centering and labour
charges complete as per the direction of engineer in
charge.   

12.00                       CU MT 

7 Supplying and fixing tor steel reinforcement including
bending, binding and placing in position, centering
including all material and labour charges complete as
per the direction of the engineer in charges complete.

450.00                     KGS 

 
TENDER SCHEDULE FOR CONSTRUCTION OF COMPOUND WALL, ALLIED CIVIL WORKS AND RENOVATION OF EXISTING 

TOILETS  AT SIRUGUPPA BRANCH (40119) (BANK'S OWN BUILDING).



8 Providing two coats of cement mortor plastering with
1:4 and 1:6 prop to compound wall including all
materrial, curing and labour charges complete as per
the direction of engineer in charge.   

 230.00                     SQM 

9 Supplying and fixing of compound wall gates as per
the approved drawing including all materils and
labour charges as per the direction of engineer in
charge complete. 
 265.00                     KGS 

10 Supplying and fixing of compound wall grill as per the
approved drawing including all materils and labour
charges as per the direction of engineer in charge
complete. 

251.00                     KGS 

11 Metal insulated PUF sheet Roofing including
M.S.fabrication

Supplying and fixing 32mmthk. Metal insulated PUF
sheet roof covering - of appx sheet with over lap of
20cm fixed with punching screws and the Fabrication
of turss \ framework to insulated metal sheet roofing
with all necessary frame work to suite the above
sheet of appx 2.4kg/sqft. with additional support
wherever required to suite the above sheet firmly.
The entire MS work shall be painted with 2 coats of
enamel paint over a coat of zinc primer as per
drawing and instructions of SBI Engg or Architect.The
item includes with all necessary ridge covering \ flash
board/M.S Gutter 150mm W etc. (make:PUF sheet
JSW) MS Fabrication Make:TATA/Apollo/JSW

173.00                     SMT 

12 Supplying and fixing 3" dia SS Pipe and fixing the pipe
at 5' intervels with necessary 1:1.5:3 prop concrete,
the pipe should fix 2"6" above concrete work and
0'9" inside the concrete work, 1" dia SS chain to be
fixed at two levels with necessary hooks at
horigentally, required coping to be fixed above the
pipes, work including all material and labour charges
complete as per the direction of engineer in charges. 

    

14.00                       RMT 



13 Supplying and fixing 6" dia SS Pipe and fixing with
necessary 1:1.5:3 prop concrete, the pipe should fix
3"6" above concrete work and 0'9" inside the
concrete work, required coping to be fixed above the
pipes, work including all material and labour charges
complete as per the direction of engineer in charges. 

20.00                       NOS 

14 Supply and laying of Paver tiles of 60mm thick ness
with base course of metal dust including all material
and labour charges complete as per the directions of
Engineer in charge.  

108.00                     SQM 

15 Supply and laying of Rough shabad stone floring with
necessary cement mortor joints and making base
course of metal dust including all material and labour
charges complete as per the directions of Engineer in
charge.  

50.00                       SQM 

16 Supplying and spreading the red soil / murram as and
compacting the same with 6" thick layers and
compressing the same as per the direction of the
engineer in charge complete

120.00                     CU MTS 

17 Laying the CC bed of 1:4:8 prop 4" thuck below the
parking tiles, all sides brick work to be done 6" below
the ground level and 6" above the ground level and
necessary platering and painting including all material
and labour charges complete as per the direction of
engineer in charges.

70.00                       CMT 

18 Laying 300 x 300 mm parking tile flooring laid in
design pattern on bed of 20 mm(Average) thickness
cement moror of 1:3 prop, laid to slope as reaquired
inclung cement slurry, finishing joints with coloured
grout etc complete as per the direction of engineer
in charge. 

30.00                       SQ.MTS 

     
19 Supplying and fixing 4" dia rain water piipes

(Sudhakar or equilent make) incling all material land
labour charges complete.

30.00                       RMT 

20 Applying the Apex Ultima Exteriror Paint of two coats
with base coat, including scraping the existing
surface, air cracks to be filled with Dr. Fix crack filler
including scaffolding all material and labour charges
complete as per the direction of engineer in charges
complete.

   

337.00                     SQ MT 



21 Providing and applying painting in two coats with
primer coat Royal emulsion paint of approved
brand on wall & ceiling surface to give an even
approved shade after thoroughly brushing the
surface ,free from mortar drops and other foreign
matter including preparing the surface even and
sand paper smooth ,applying putty,including all of
materials, labour, complete as per specification. 

790.00                     SQ MT 

22 Enamel paint for MS Grills  of approved brand 
on surface to give an even approved shade after 
thoroughly brushing the surface ,free from mortar 
drops and other foreign matter including 
preparing the surface even and sand paper 
smooth ,necessary lapam inclusing all materials, 
labour, complete as per specification with primer 
coat.  

70.00                       SQ MT 

ACP CLADDING:
23

Supplying and fixing aluminium composite cladding
with skin material 0.5 mm thick aluminium sheet
cover material natural polyethylene aluminium
cladding panel fixed with extruded aluminium basis
frame (50x25x1.5mm) angle cleats, weather sealants,
rivets, GI brackets all as approved, The framing shall
be fixed at intervals of 600mm c/c horizontally and
vertically. using suitable bolts on structural steel work
including necessary accessories complete in all
respects including all labour charges etc., complete
for finished item of work but excluding cost of
structural steel fabrication, scaffolding charges, if any,
ACP Cladding - 4 mm thick.

60.00                       SQ MT 

24.00 Modification of main entrience door for raising the
same existing door above the flooring with necessary
civil works as per the direction of engineer in charges
complete. The work including all material labour
chrges, necessary lintel beam and other required
works complete.

1.00                         NOS 

25.00 Dismentling the existing internal staircase and
removing the debries from site and making the as per
the direction of engineer in cahrge complete. 

1.00                         NOS 



26.00 Providing and fixing Vitrified tile flooring as per 
and equivalent to the following
Providing and laying vitrified floor & skirting tiles
in different sizes (thickness to be specified by the
manufacturer) with water absorption less than
0.08% and conforming to IS : 15622, of approved
make, in all colours and shades, laid on 20mm
thick cement mortar 1:4 (1 cement : 4 coarse
sand), including grouting the joints with white
cement and matching pigments etc., complete.
size of Tile 800 x 800

INSTALLATION: It is important to ensure the sub
floor on which the planks are being laid is
smooth, flat & hard & free from moisture,
greases, etc. In case of uneven sub floor the
same should be leveled by self leveling
compound. The tougue & groove joints shall be
glued together using reccomended adhesive. The
installation shall be undertaken as per the
manufacturer's installation instructions. 

(Basic price Rs 850 per smt excluding tax,
transportation,wastage, loading / unloading, etc.,)

at all levels 480.00 Sq M

27.00 Removing the existing damaged chajjes and
redoing the same as existing design including
necessary reinforcement(main steel bars to be
fixed to existing lintel with necessary holes to be
provided and rods to be fixed with required
bonding chemical), 1:1.5:3 prop cement concrete,
plastering, curing, necessary scaffolding, painting
etc complete as per the direction of the engineer
in charge complete. 

8.00 SQ MT

28.00 Appplying water proofing chemical coating on to
the terrace parapet and slab surface after
through cleanin gof the existing surface 2 coats
wpc, applying Fosroc -RFX Brush Bond or
equivalet as per manufactureres standard
procedure WITH MINIMUM 5 YEARS
GUARANTEE . The entire are to be flooded with
water on dring and retained for three days to test
the treatment provided. All as per instruction of
Engineer  in charge. 

20.00 Sq.M.

 

29.00 AIR CRACK FILLING WITH FOSROC
CHEMICALS



Filling the visible gap between the wall joints and
the prevent moisture ingress from the openin
gusing Fosroc chemical or equivalent brand
followed  by a sealant of the approved brand. 

20.00 RMT

RENOVATION TOILETS

30

ANTISKIED FLOORING :Providing Ceramic tiles
of approved make,shade and size for flooring,
treads of steps and landings laid on a bed of
12mm thick, cement mortar 1:3 mix, flush pointing 
with white cement using colour pigment ,
including cost of materials, labour, curing,
complete as per specifications - for Ceramic
Tiles of size 30x30cms. Basic rate of tiles Rs.
70/ per sft

at all levels 14.00 SQ.M

31

Providing skirting, dado, with Colour glazed
tiles thick on 10mm thick cement plaster 1:3 and
jointed with white cement slurry over rough
plaster surface (excluding cost of rough plastered
surface which should be measured and paid
separately) using labour, complete as per
specifications. Colour Glazed Tiles 30 x 60 Cms
6mm thick Basic rate of tiles Rs. 70/ per sft.

at all levels 42.00 SQ.M

32

URINAL GLASS PARTITION: Providing & Fixing of

Curved or Rectangular shaped urinal 12mm thick

toughned glass partitons with frosted glass with SS

accessories for fittings between urinals &

washbasin.The rate shall be including cost of

materials, labour complete as per specifications. 

3.00 SQ.M

33

TOILET DOORS : Door shall be made up of 18mm thk

UPVC door frames of 4" X 2.5" and shutters of 30 mm

thick SINGLE pvc wp solid shutters. The door shall

have SS finished latch locks of Godrej or equivalent

make, heavy duty door closure, heavy duty SS hinges,

SS handles, door stopper etc. Prior confirmation shall

be obtained from the officer in charge or architect for

all the hardware, locks and fixture etc., complete. The

lock shall be fixed at 3'ht from FFL..

5.00 Sqm

GRANITE PLATFORM (Pantry and Toilet)



34 Providing and constructing Granite Pantry and toilet
platform by using 18 mm thick gang saw cut mirror
polished granite stone at top to be laid on 18 mm
thk. 710 grade plywood as base, used with suitable
adhesive. All exposed edges to be rounded and
polished. Providing 150mm back and side vertical of
granite - Splash back and also providing one no. of
side vertical. All joints of granite are to be filled with
epoxy filler. Vertical support and the understructure
below platform is to be made of 18mm thick 710
grade plywood finished with 1.0 mm thick laminate of
approved make for inside surfaces including one
intermediate shelve. Rate to include making opening
for Sink and pillar tap with all exposed edges
polished, shutters and drawers made out of 18mm
thk. 710 grade plywood.and finished with 1mm thick
laminate of approved make on both sides. All joints
shall be made water tight in perfect line, level & slope
as desired including curing, polishing & cleaning all
joints and floating in coloured cement mortar. (Only
front length will be measured. Wastage due to
dimensional difference, pattern, cutting sizes
available will be to the contractors account).
Note:Basic rate for Granite Rs. 2150/- per smt
excluding tax, transportation,wastage, loading /
unloading, etc.,

5.00 Sqm

35 HEALTH FAUCET : Providing and fixing Health faucets  
with two way bib cock & 1 meter PVC tube with wall 
hook (jaguar - ALD-565,  Hindware make, 
Cat.No.F160002 OR  Equivalent model in other 
approved  brand  having same MRP.).

4.00 Nos.

36 TABLE TOP WASH BASIN : Providing & fixing of white
vitreous Table top Wash basin CP waste coupling
accessories etc.,complete (jaguar make-CNS-WHT-
903 OR Equivalent model in other approved brand
having same MRP.)

4.00 Nos.

37 WASH BASIN TAP : Supply and fixing of single lever

long chrome plated Pillar cock with regualr swinging

spout with flange. The qoute shall be including cost of

materials, labour complete as per specifications.

(jaguar make- CON-347KNM, Hindware make,

Cat.No.F520001 OR Equivalent model in other

approved  brand  having same MRP.)

4.00 Nos.



38 TOWEL ROD : Providing and fixing SS Single towel rail

600mm length,20 mm dia with C.P brackets, fixed to

wooden cleats with C.P brass screws screws including

cost of materials, (Jaguar make -Continental-CAN-

1111SM, Hindware make-Cat.No.F870012 OR

Equivalent model in other approved brand having

same MRP. )

4.00 Nos.

39 PAPER HOLDER : Providing and fixing in position CP

Toilet paper holder recessed type with CP brass

screws etc complete. (jaguar make-AHS-1551,

Hindware make, Cat.No.F890003 OR Equivalent

model in other approved  brand  having same MRP. )

2.00 Nos.

40 GATE VALVE : Providing and fixing of 1/4" gate valve
approved make union, elbow, collar, nipple, band etc
to complete all as specified and directed by
officer/Engineer in charge.

4.00 Nos.

41 MAIN VALVE : Supplying & fixing of Main valve of
approved make with washers, connecting
pipes,flanges etc to complete all as specified.

4.00 Nos.

42 ANGULAR COCK : Supply & Fixing 15mm size CP

brass ANGLE COCK, with CP wall flange heavy quality.

The rate is inclusive of C. P. Connector upto 600 mm

long. (jaguar make-CON-059KN, Hindware make-

Cat.No.F200005FT, OR Equivalent model in other

approved  brand  having same MRP. )

4.00 Nos.

43 BIB COCK : Supply & Fixing 15mm size CP brass bib

tap, with CP wall flange heavy quality. Hindware

make bib tap, with CP wall flange heavy quality.

(jaguar make-CON-047KN,Hindware make,

Cat.No.F210003 OR Equivalent model in other

approved  brand  having same MRP.)

4.00 Nos.

44 BOTTLE TRAPS : Supplying & fixing of heavy duty

bottle traps of approved make with washers,

connecting pipes,flanges etc to complete all as

specified and directed by officer/Engineer in charge.

(jaguar make-ALD-769L300X190 , Hindware Make,

Cat.No.F850004 OR Equivalent model in other

approved  brand  having same MRP.)

3.00 Nos.



45 FLOOR/ NEHANI TRAPS : Providing and fixing CI
Nahani trap of approved make conforming to ISI
specifications and constructions of Cistern in M-15 as
per directions (Rate is inclusive of cost of materials
and fixtures and conveyance of materials to work
spot. 

8.00 Nos.

46 URINALS : Providing and fixing white vitreous chain

clay,flat back,lipped front urinal basin, C.I/M.S

brackets,standard flush pipe and C.P.brass spreaders

with brass unioins and G.I.Clamps painting of fittings

and brackets,cutting and making good wall and floor

wherever required,including cost of materials,labour

complete as per specifications. (Jaguar - URS-WHT-

13255, Hindware make, Cat.No.60002, flush-Aura OR

Equivalent model in other approved brand having

same MRP..)

3.00 Nos.

47 Sink for Pantry counter : Supply and fixing of

Stainless-steel anty scrach sink for Pantry Plat form.

The qoute shall be including cost of materials,

transportion and labour complete as per

specifications. approved make or as directed by

Engineer in charge. (Model name : Nirali make)

1.00 Nos.

48 6 mm thk MIRROR Shall be made up of 12 mm thk ply 
back and fixed with SS buttons on all four corners, 
Mirros shall be Bevelled and polished on all sides etc 
complete.

4.00 Sq.M

49 12 mm th CORNER SHELF in Glass shall be fixed with 
Heavy D brackets and braces. The glass shall be 
polished on all corners etc complete.

8.00 Sq.M

 Providing and fixing laying in position CPVC pipe :
Providing and fixing laying in position CPVC pipe as
per IS to required length including necessary fittings
like elbows, tees, unions, socket and jointing
materials etc including testing to required pressure
clamping on walls, ceiling or buried in ground with 2
coats of paint on exposed surface with enamel paint
of approved make or as directed by Engineer in
charge.

50 40mm dia CPVC pipe 20.00 RM
51 25mm dia CPVC pipe 20.00 RM
52 20mm dai CPVC pipe 25.00 RM



 Providing and fixing in PVC SWR Pipes : Providing 

and fixing the following 6 kg pressure 4" dia heavy

duty PVCpipes for sanitary lines of Supreme/ Finolex

make including all fittings, bends,collar,door

bends,including necessary earthwork for the trench

for all bath room to main manhole including all lead,

lift, etc,.
53 110mm dia 10.00 RM
54 75mm dia 10.00 RM

55 P&F the following 6 kg pressure 4" dia heavy duty

PVC pipes for sanitary lines with all accesserios

complete including clamps, screws etc

5.00 RM

56 Removing of existing steel window shutters and
making good to the window grills including all
material and labour charges compelte.

50.00 Sq.M

57 Supplying and fixing the sintex tank of 3 layers and
fixging the existing lines including all materila and
labour charges complete.(1000 liters capacity)

2.00 Nos.

TOTAL 
Note : Excluding GST as Applicable


